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Sept. 16, 1994
"MONTANA THIS M ORNING" LAUNCHES FALL SEASON SEPT. 19 
MISSOULA -
"Montana This Morning," the Montana Committee for the Humanities’ statewide series of 
morning television interviews, will kick off its fall season Monday, Sept. 19, with a new roster of 
engaging guests.
The University of Montana-based committee presents a wide range of Montana viewpoints 
through three-minute interview segments that are featured on CBS stations and affiliates throughout 
the state from 7:07 to 7:10 a.m. weekdays during "CBS This Morning."
Poet and teacher Sheryl Noethe will be featured Sept. 19-23, discussing poetry for the deal' 
and other topics. Noethe serves in Victor and Woodman schools as an MCH "Scholar in the 
Schools." Before moving to Montana, she taught for seven years at the New York School for the 
Deaf. She is the author of "Poetry Everywhere" and "The Descent of Heaven Over the Lake."
From Sept. 25-30, the series will focus on forests and forest fires. Orville Daniels, retired 
supervisor of the Lolo National Forest, will discuss nature’s use of fire, human uses of forest 
resources, ecosystem management and the conflict over wilderness.
Upcoming "Montana This Morning" programs will feature state Senator-elect Vivian 
Brooke, discussing the recent world population conference, and historian Mary Murphy, an expert 
on Butte’s past.
Produced and hosted by Glenda Wallace, "Montana This Morning" is a cooperative project
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between the Montana Committee for the Humanities and KPAX-TV of Missoula, part of the 
Montana Television Network. The series is partially supported by funding from the National 
Endowment for the Humanities and by ASARCO Inc.
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Contact: MCH Executive Director Margaret Kingsland, 243-6022.
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